Privacy policy

Effective date: April 15, 2019

Privacy policy (Policy) of personal information applies to all information which mobile application
represented by Developer can get from user during a mobile game «Cryptoball» use (Application).
1. The reason of this policy creation is information protection, which can/will be get from user who use
applications of the developer.
2. Downloading and installing the application on your device means that you completely and
unconditionally accept all terms of this policy.
3. In case if you disagree with terms of this policy you should stop to use applications of the developer
and delete them from your devices.
4. Developer reserve the right to change that policy without user notification. Changes take effect
immediately after publication.
5. Personal information includes but is not limited to:
5.1. Required public information related to account: email, wallet of Waves platform (Privacy Policy of
Waves platform you can find here https://wavesplatform.com/files/docs/Privacy%20Policy_SW.pdf)
5.2. Information provided of one's own free will by user in profiles of applications: login, nickname,
wallet of Waves platform etc.
6. Developer may use third-party Service Providers to monitor and analyze the use of Application:
6.1 Google Analytics uses the data collected to track and monitor the use of Application. You may optout of certain Google Analytics features through your mobile device settings, such as your device
advertising settings or by following the instructions provided by Google in their Privacy Policy:
https://policies.google.com/privacy
6.2 Unity ADS and Unity Analytics (privacy policy https://unity3d.com/legal/privacy-policy), which can
contain: IP-address, location, OS related information, UDID of the device, information of user action
during application use, time and game results, etc.
6.3 After creating and registering your Account you agree that the Application has the right to collect
and retain your gameplay data (score, times, rounds) when you play of the game.
7. Developer processes users information, as well as their personal information in order of fulfillment of
obligations to users related to applications of the developer.
8. Personal information can be used in order to: identify user, provide services to user, support user,
personalization of applications, as well as for faceless statistical researches and applications quality
improvement reasons.
9. Personal user information does not provided to third parties, except of reasons dictated by law.
10. In order to protect users personal data developer takes actions of technical and organizational and
legal kind, but isn't responsible for malicious acts of third parties.
11. Developer doesn't responsible of third parties actions who got publicly available information about
user as result of application use. You have to treat carefully to spread of personal information.

In case of any questions you can contact us: teikvogames@gmail.com

